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Deep beneath the ocean lies the secret of human origins.A discovery with the power to change

history.Or wipe us from the earth.For over a decade, archaeologist Dr. Martin Anders has searched

in vain for proof of the fabled continent of Atlantis. After raising a puzzling artifact from the ocean

floor, Anders gets more than he bargained for. It is a piece of modern technology thousands of

years old.To unlock its origins, Anders and a small team of scientists and Ex-Special Forces will

travel to a distant land shrouded in mystery and surrounded by creatures long extinct.But they

aren&apos;t alone. An ancient order is close behind. And they&apos;re determined to hide a secret

they believe man was never meant to know.The stakes for the human race couldn&apos;t be

higher. What awaits could answer one of humanity&apos;s oldest questions, or lead to its

extinction.A fast-paced archaeological thriller that will make you question everything you think you

know. For fans of James Rollins, A.G. Riddle and Preston & Child.Background12,000 years ago, the

human race underwent a dramatic and inexplicable shift. Seemingly overnight, our species

transitioned from nomadic hunter-gatherers to sedentary farmers and before long, to the architects

of modern civilization. It&apos;s a mystery that has left scientists utterly bewildered.Until now...
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I love when authors make you think of the possibility of alternative events in history. I love the

premise of the book. This guy is going to be one of the up and coming authors. Characters were

well-developed and the book was just the right length. I can't wait to read his future works. I hate

reading books that are replete with language errors. Fortunately, I made the right choice in buying

this book. Not only was the story fascinating, but aside from a few mistakes, it was smooth sailing.

Rather far fetched but a good distraction. Quick read. I would read another if it comes out. Liked the

what ifs.

If you enjoy Andy McDermott and David L Golemon you will enjoy The Genesis Conspiracy. The

characters were wonderful and the plotline had enough twists and turns to keep me turning pages

late into the night.

Fast-moving that keeps your attention. Enjoyable speculation about man's early history that could

explain 3rd-cdntury BCE mysteries. Will defiitely look for additional books by this author.

Interesting story with some twists, like the scientists overpowering the mercenaries, and the

mercenaries should have been smarter. The ending reminded me a little of the twilight zoneI would

recommend this book to others that like a twist on a classic way of thinking

You can tell right away when you're reading work from a talented author and James D. Prescott fits

that bill. A highly entertaining story in the essence of the book Timeline and the movie of the same

name. The Genesis Conspiracy would make an excellent action movie.

A fun, if somewhat too fantastic, novel. Characters are barely, but complete enough in their

construction, defined. I had a good short time in the read.

Rather enjoyable time travel sci-fi. Looking forward to the sequel.
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